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Abstract
Mahmoud Samara
INVESTIGATING THE USE OF 100% RAP IN AIRFIELD MIXTURES FOR
CONTINGENCY PAVEMENT REPAIR IN REMOTE REGIONS
2020-2022
Yusuf Mehta, Ph.D., P.E.
Master of Science in Civil Engineering
The goal of this study was to present a procedure for performance-related mix design of
100% recycled asphalt pavement (RAP) mixtures used in repair applications. In addition,
the impact of rejuvenators (Corn Oil, Tall Oil, Modified Vegetable Oil, and Aromatic
Extract) on the RAP materials’ properties were also investigated on both levels (binder,
and mixtures). Performance grade testing, frequency sweep test, critical temperature
differential (ΔTc), and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) tests were
conducted to evaluate the rheological and chemical properties of extracted and
rejuvenated RAP binders. Afterward, asphalt pavement analyzer (APA) and indirect
tensile asphalt cracking (IDEAL-CT) tests were conducted on the rejuvenated RAP
mixtures to investigate its rutting and cracking performance, respectively. Finally, the
shear bond between conventional HMA and the rejuvenated RAP mixtures was
investigated using the interlayer shear bond strength (ISS) test. Results showed that the
use of rejuvenators lowered the high and low performance grade of extracted RAP
binders. Further, rejuvenators increased the rutting susceptibility of the RAP mixtures to
rut depth, where the values were beyond the maximum threshold of 10mm. Rejuvenators
also enhanced the cracking performance of the RAP mixture to comparable level, where
CTindex values were near the threshold value of 70. It also was observed that, all mixtures
showed higher interlayer shear strength (ISS) values than minimum required of 276 KPa.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background
Researchers and state agencies have thoroughly investigated recycled asphalt
pavement (RAP) since it is easily accessible and can reduce the material cost in contrast
to the traditional hot mix asphalt (HMA). RAP is defined as deteriorated asphalt
pavement removed from a paved surface containing aged asphalt mixture (asphalt binder
and aggregates). Implementing high RAP contents in asphalt mixtures also creates a
cycle that optimizes the use of natural resources. Many transportation agencies nowadays
allow the use of RAP up to 30% in hot mix asphalt (HMA) and up to 100% for cold or
hot recycling mixes (Rinkal et al., n.d.; Saidi et al., 2019; Zaumanis et al., 2016).
However, the use of high RAP percentages (30% or more) in HMA can cause some
problems (e.g., increase cracking potential and reduce workability) (A. W. Ali et al.,
2016a; Mirhosseini et al., 2019). Specifically, mixtures containing high RAP materials
are stiffer than virgin mixtures due to oxidized binder making them more susceptible to
crack. It is challenging to produce mixtures comparable to the virgin mixture to use them
as a full paving section ((Hajj et al., 2008).
Patching repairs are often essential to safety in the roadways and airfields. Since it
is crucial to have good conditions for the runway to ensure a safe landing for both
passengers and aircraft, another potential application to use 100% RAP is patching
materials that can repair distresses of medium to high severity and a bomb-damaged
1

crater. This application would facilitate time for resource transportation, especially when
used in remote regions as well as re-purposes on-site material. Several studies were
conducted to investigate the potential of alternative materials when the conventional hot
mix asphalt (HMA) is unavailable (Bell et al., 2019; Carruth & Mejías-Santiago, 2015;
Cox & Rushing, 2017; Cox & Sprouse, 2019).
In order to fix the problem associated with using 100% RAP materials, some
additive is necessary (e.g., rejuvenators, cement, and emulsion) to ensure a comparable
performance compared to conventional HMA. Therefore, several researchers investigated
the additive used for RAP materials. The most common additive that used in high RAP
mixtures is rejuvenators. Rejuvenators can restore the original properties of the RAP
binder. The effect of the rejuvenators on the RAP binder at high and low temperatures is
traditionally investigated using rheological testing through the dynamic shear rheometer
(DSR) device and bending beam rheometer (BBR). Based on the literature, the
performance of the interaction between the chemical composition and cracking
performance of rejuvenated RAP binders can be captured using Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Furthermore, the performance of the RAP mixture can be
evaluated using conventional testing such as the asphalt pavement analyzer test (APA)
for rutting resistance and the indirect tension asphalt cracking test (IDEAL-CT) for
cracking performance. In addition, the bond between the new mixture (e.g., rejuvenated
RAP mixtures) and the existing asphalt layer can be investigated using interlayer shear
bond strength test.
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Problem Statement
Several researchers, highway agencies, and state departments of transportations
(DOTs) have thoroughly investigated benefits of using RAP materials in the asphalt
mixtures. Furthermore, the benefits of using rejuvenators with high RAP mixtures were
also studied. However, further investigation is needed to evaluate the performance of
RAP mixes produced with rejuvenators. In particular, the following points are not
addressed in the literature:
•

The impact of the rejuvenators at different dose rates on the rheological and chemical
properties of the rejuvenated RAP binder is not clear enough;

•

There is uncertainty regarding the interaction between the chemical composition and
cracking performance of rejuvenated RAP binders;

•

Limited number of studies investigated the feasibility of using hot RAP mixtures
(with and without rejuvenators) in repair applications; and,

•

No studies have considered the bond strength between repair materials (in this case
100% RAP repair materials) with the existing pavement structure.

Therefore, there is still a need to conduct additional research to fill this gap in the current
state of knowledge.
Research Hypothesis
This study investigates the hypothesis that rejuvenators restore the original properties
of the aged RAP materials and improve its cracking performance. This study also
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investigates the hypothesis that RAP mixtures produced with rejuvenators can be
used as hot applied repair materials for asphalt pavements.
Significance of Study
This study is conducted to evaluate the potential of using 100% RAP (with or
without rejuvenators) as patching materials for repair applications. The impact of
rejuvenators on the RAP binder and mixtures were evaluated using typical performance
tests. If a new performance-related mix design approach is found to be successful, the
following benefits will be offered to Department of Defense (DoD):
•

Facilitates time for resource transportation;

•

Repurposes on-site material;

•

Maintains military operations active;

•

Updated the current specification related to using RAP materials in asphalt mixtures;
and,

•

Environmental and economic benefits by creating a cycle that optimizes the use of
natural resources.

Goal & Objectives
This research study aimed to investigate the potential of using 100% RAP as a repair
material when the conventional HMA is unavailable. The primary focus of this paper was
introducing a design method for hot 100% RAP mixtures containing a rejuvenator
(rejuvenated RAP mixtures). The specific objectives of this study were to:
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•

Evaluate the performance and chemical composition of asphalt binders extracted from
the RAP and rejuvenated using four different rejuvenator types introduced at varying
dose rates;

•

Optimize the best rejuvenators, ones leading to the most improvement in the overall
properties of the RAP binder;

•

Assess the performance of rejuvenated RAP mixtures in terms of rutting, cracking,
and shear bond strength;

•

Investigate the variability of the RAP sources and their effect on the overall
performance of the RAP and rejuvenated RAP mixtures; and,

•

Recommend the best performing rejuvenator and mixing process for producing
rejuvenated RAP mixtures for patching applications.

Research Approach
In order to achieve the goal and objective of this study, the following tasks were
conducted:
•

Task 1. Perform a comprehensive literature review: This task included a
comprehensive review of existing literature pertaining to 100% RAP mixtures and the
additive that can be used with RAP mixtures. In addition, the laboratory and field
performance of RAP mixtures and their impact on the performance of the mixes
contain RAP materials.

•

Task 2. Procure RAP materials and rejuvenators: Two sources of RAP were obtained
for this study to investigate the variability of RAP sources. Four types of rejuvenators
were obtained based on the best rejuvenators mentioned in the literature.
5

•

Task 3. Evaluate rheological properties of aged and rejuvenated asphalt binders. In
this task, a series of performance tests were conducted on the RAP and rejuvenated
binders to:
▪

Evaluate the rheological and chemical properties of rejuvenated RAP binder;

▪

Assess the performance of rejuvenated RAP binders;

▪

Correlate the chemical changes in rejuvenated RAP binder with respective
changes in rheological properties; and

▪

Compare different rejuvenator types using radar performance chart analysis.

• Task 4. Select mix design procedure and design 100% RAP mixture: In this task, the
procedure of producing 100% RAP were introduced by suggesting a design method
for hot 100% RAP mixtures containing a rejuvenator.
•

Task 5. Conduct performance testing (APA, IDEAL-CT, etc.): In this task several
performance tests were conducted on 100% RAP mixtures to:
▪

Investigate the performance of 100% RAP material in terms of rutting and
cracking; and

▪

Investigate the shear bond between the 100% RAP materials and the
existing HMA layer.

•

Task 6. Prepare recommendations and future directions based on the findings and
conclusions from this study.

6

Chapter 2
Literature Review
Introduction
The use of recycled asphalt pavement (RAP) in asphalt mixtures continues to gain
more attention from researchers and state agencies because of its low cost and
environmental benefits (Balaguera et al., 2018; Farina et al., 2017; Offenbacker et al.,
2021; Qiao et al., 2019; Rinkal et al., n.d.). RAP is defined as deteriorated asphalt
pavement removed from a paved surface containing aged asphalt mixture (asphalt binder
and aggregates)(Deniz et al., 2010). A comprehensive literature review on RAP materials
was conducted as part of this study and is presented in this chapter. This literature review
focused on methods of restoring and rejuvenating aged asphalt binders, the impact of
additives on the properties of asphalt binders, the impact of rejuvenators on aged asphalt
binders, cold and hot pavement patching materials, design of patching materials using
100% RAP, and limitation of patching materials with 100% RAP. Detailed
documentation of the findings from the literature pertaining to each of these topics is
presented in the following subsections.
Methods of Restoring and Rejuvenating Aged Asphalt Binders
Binder Rejuvenation Mechanism
Rejuvenators are product that can be used in order to restore the original property
of the aged binder by reducing the performance grade (PG) to the level of virgin binder.
7

Rejuvenators are an essential additive for aged binders like RAP with a significant
maltenes concentration, leading to rebalancing the higher concentration of asphaltenes
that already exist in aged binders.
(Carpenter & Wolosick, 1980) investigated the rejuvenation process by
performing two stages of extraction method to extract the inner and outer of the binder
film separately. It was observed that the rejuvenation process started at the outer film of
the asphalt binder (high viscosity). The rejuvenator then slowly permeates into the inner
layer, as seen in figure 1. In a study conducted by (Zaumanis & Mallick, 2013)
investigated the process of diffusion of rejuvenators using finite element method. One
soft asphalt binder and four types of rejuvenators were used in this study to rejuvenate the
RAP binder at three dosage rates 1%, 2%, and 3% by the weight of mixture.

Figure 1
Aggregate, Binder and Rejuvenator Interface (Zaumanis & Mallick, 2013)
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It was observed that the dosage rate of the rejuvenators plays an important role regarding
the time required to reach equilibrium in the asphalt binder. In addition, it was reported
that the required time to balance (between rejuvenators and RAP binder) decreased by
increasing the mixing temperature.
To elaborate more, (Zadshir et al., 2018) investigated the effect of rejuvenators on the
thermo-mechanical properties of an aged binder. The effectiveness of rejuvenators was
shown by their ability to reduce the large molecular size ratio of asphalt, which had
gotten bigger because of oxidation. Additionally, rejuvenators were successful in
restoring the stability of the asphalt matrix, which was affected by oxidation, based on
colloidal stability evaluation.
Types and Benefits of Rejuvenators
Rejuvenators are divided into two main group (organic and petroleum products).
Several studies have investigated the effect of different types of rejuvenators on the RAP
binder (Cavalli et al., 2018; Elkashef & Williams, 2017; Ji et al., 2017; Samara et al.,
n.d.; Yu et al., 2014; Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014). It was reported that the
use of rejuvenators enhances the low-temperature performance of the extracted RAP
binder. In addition, rejuvenators can reduce both high and low performance grades of the
RAP binder linearly. Hence, the reason behind using the rejuvenators is to improve the
overall performance of the aged binder, which leads to a significant increase in the
amount of RAP that can be used. The following are the most common rejuvenators that
can be used based on the literature; waste vegetable oil, modified vegetable oil, corn oil,
soybean oil, aromatic extract, and waste engine oil(Al-Badr, 2021; A. W. Ali et al.,
9

2016a; Elkashef & Williams, 2017; Ji et al., 2017; Samara et al., n.d.; Zaumanis, Mallick,
Poulikakos, et al., 2014).
(Ji et al., 2017) evaluated the use of waste cooking oils (i.e., corn oil and soybean
oil) as a rejuvenator in place of heavy petroleum-based. Results showed that vegetable oil
could significantly decrease the stiffness and the viscosity of the extracted RAP binder.
Furthermore, based on the statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA), the researchers
reported that 6% to 8% rejuvenator dose rates were sufficient in order to rejuvenate the
RAP binder. (El-Shorbagy et al., 2019) conducted a laboratory evaluation of using waste
oils as rejuvenators for aged binder extracted from RAP mixes. This study used a virgin
binder PG, 64-28, as a control. On the other hand, Waste Cooking Oil (WCO) and Waste
Engine Oil (WEO) were blended with the extracted binder at different dosages (3.54.0%) and (5.5-6.0%) for WCO and WEO, respectively. Results showed that using
rejuvenators enhances the overall performance compared to the virgin binder with PG 6428.
(Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014) evaluated the impact of using six different
types of rejuvenators (i.e., Waste Vegetable Oil, Waste Vegetable Grease, Organic Oil,
Distilled Tall Oil, Aromatic Extract, and Waste Engine Oil) on 100% RAP binder.
(Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014) reported that rejuvenators reduced both low
and high-performance grades. In addition, rejuvenators enhance the low temperature
crack performance of the RAP binder. Similar findings were found in other research
studies (Ali et al., 2016; Osmari et al., 2017; Samara et al., n.d.; Zhang & Bahia, 2021).
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Selection Criteria for Optimum Dose Rate
The selection of the dose rate of the rejuvenators is important to ensure the
balance between the rutting and cracking performance of the rejuvenated RAP binder.
Lower rejuvenator dosage rates might be not sufficient to provide the mixture with
enough fatigue and low temperature cracking resistance. While overdose of the
rejuvenators is costly and associate with incomplete rutting performance of the
rejuvenated RAP mixtures. Researchers developed many approaches to determine the
rejuvenator’s dose rate(Arámbula-Mercado et al., 2018; Martin et al., 2019a; Zaumanis,
Mallick, & Frank, 2014b). Such approaches were developed by plotting binder blending
chart that based on Superpave performance grade (PG) system. The main concept of
employing the PG system is to investigate changes in the true PG due to the addition of
rejuvenators with a goal to satisfy a target PG grade (R. bin Ahmed et al., 2021;
Arámbula-Mercado et al., 2018; Zaumanis, Mallick, & Frank, 2014b).
Three approaches were developed in NCHRP project 09-58 to select the optimum
dosage rates of the rejuvenators(Martin et al., 2019b). The first approach suggested that
the dose selection was based on restoring the low-performance grade of the aged binder
to that of the target binder required to fulfill climate and traffic requirements. Afterward,
the result of the high-performance grade of the rejuvenated binder at the selected dosage
rate was verified with the high-performance grade of the target performance grade. The
second approach was formulated based on the low critical temperature differential ΔTc.
The threshold value of ΔTc was selected as -5°C after 40-h PAV to be satisfied after
adding the rejuvenators. The third approach was to determine the optimum dosage rates
11

that meet the high performance grade of the rejuvenated binder of the target performance
grade. This approach was based only on the dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) results.
In the study conducted by (Zaumanis et al., 2014) the goal was to determine the optimum
rejuvenator content. Six different rejuvenators were used in this study. The authors
summarized the selection methods as follows: after estimating the initial dose to meet the
penetration of the target binder type, the high, low, and intermediate performance grades
were determined for the extracted RAP binder and rejuvenated RAP binder; then, the
maximum rejuvenator dose to satisfy the high performance grade of the target binder was
estimated followed by the minimum dose required to meet the low and intermediate
performance grade requirement of the target binder; finally, select the optimum dosage
rate between the maximum and minimum doses.
Impact of Rejuvenators on Aged Asphalt Binders
Rheological and Physical Properties
Several researchers investigated the influence of using rejuvenators on the
performance of the asphalt binder (Mogawer et al., 2013; Ali and Mohammadafzali,
2015; Zaumanis, Mallick and Frank, 2015; Ali et al., 2016; Elkashef and Williams,
2017). It is well documented that the use of rejuvenators has a significant impact on the
rheological and physical properties of the RAP binder. For instance, the use of
rejuvenators dropped both high and low performance grades linearly. In addition, a linear
increase in the ductility was found with the increase in rejuvenator dosage rate. In fact,
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the complex shear modulus decreases with increase in the dose rate of rejuvenators.
Meanwhile, the phase angle decreases by increasing the rejuvenator’s dosage rate.
(Ji et al., 2017) evaluated the use of waste cooking oils as a rejuvenator and their effect
on the properties of the aged binder. Five different dosage rates were investigated in this
study (i.e., 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 22 and 10%) by the weight of asphalt binder. Dynamic
shear modulus, and phase angle, were determined using DSR device to evaluate both
high and intermediate temperature behavior of the rejuvenated RAP binder. Fundamental
physical properties were evaluated using ductility, penetration, and softening point tests.
Bending beam rheometer (BBR) test was also conducted to assess the low temperature
behavior of the rejuvenated binder. It was observed that rejuvenators increase the
penetration of the rejuvenated binder. In addition, by increasing the rejuvenator dosage
rates the softening point decreases. Finally, it was reported that as the rejuvenator dosage
increased, the ductility increased.
Another study was conducted by (El-Shorbagy et al., 2019) to investigate the use
of two waste oils including waste cooking oil and waste engine oil at dosage rates of 2%,
3%, 3.5%, and 4% and 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 5.5%, and 6% respectively. The rheological
properties of the rejuvenated binder were investigated using DSR device and BBR test. It
was reported that the use of rejuvenators decreases the Superpave parameters for the high
and intermediate temperatures, including (G*/ sin (δ)) and (G*. sin (δ)), respectively.
Moreover, rejuvenators enhanced the low-temperature properties of the rejuvenated
binder to values similar to PG 64-22 virgin binder.
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To elaborate more, (Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014) conducted a
study to evaluate the influence of using rejuvenators on the Superpave parameters using
DSR machine and BBR test. in addition, the viscosity was measured using rotational
viscosity test and mass loss was also determined using rolling thin film oven (RTFO).
Results showed that the use of rejuvenators reduced the high and low performance grade
linearly. However, the rejuvenated binder showed a higher mass loss, compared to the
control binder, to values beyond the threshold value of 1%. These findings suggest that
the rejuvenated binder has incomplete durability performance compared to the virgin
binder.
Chemical Properties
The reaction between the asphalt RAP binder with oxygen in the atmosphere
during the service life is considered as a major issue when reuse RAP binder in the
asphalt mixtures resulting an increase in the stiffness of asphalt mixtures. Consequently,
the oxidization process reduces both low and fatigue cracking performance of the asphalt
pavement. It is well documented that oxidation causes a surge in some chemical
functional groups on the asphalt binder. The carbonyl and sulfoxide groups can be
considered the most related groups that can be generated by oxidization. Based on the
literature the carbonyl and sulfoxide groups can be used as a tool to track the aging of the
asphalt binder. Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) test can be used in order
to measure these chemical aging indices.
(Karki & Zhou, 2016) evaluated the effect of rejuvenators’ type and dosage on the
chemical properties of the recycled asphalt binders. This study evaluated two rejuvenator
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types at three dosage rates (i.e., 2%, 5%, and 10%). Each rejuvenated asphalt binder was
evaluated at three different aging levels, including PAV20, PAV40, and PAV80. It was
reported that the increase in rejuvenators’ dosage rates reduced the magnitude of the
carbonyl area from the FTIR test, indicating lower susceptibility to aging. In a study
conducted by (Liu et al, 2021) evaluated the effect of aging on the chemical aging
indices, including carbonyl and sulfoxide indices. It was observed that carbonyl and
sulfoxide index increased at greater levels of aging.
Aging and Rejuvenated Asphalt Binders
Several rheological and performance parameters have been used to quantify the
loss of cracking performance of the asphalt binder due to aging. Parameters such as
Glover-Rowe (G-R) parameter, rheological index (R-value), crossover temperature (Tc),
critical temperature differential (ΔTc), and others have been determined at various aging
levels and the change was evaluated. Hence, several researchers reported a good
correlation between these parameters and field cracking. Moreover, these parameters can
be obtained using DSR device and BBR test, which are commonly available in regular
binder labs.
(Elkashef & Williams, 2017) evaluated the use of different dosages of soybean oil
(i.e., 6% and 12%) as rejuvenators for asphalt binders. Based on the linear amplitude
sweep test, rejuvenators significantly increased the number of cycles to fail, suggesting
that the rejuvenated binder improved the fatigue life. (Kaseer et al., 2021) evaluated the
effect of PG grade, binder source, RAP and rejuvenator contents, and long-term aging on
the rheological parameters of the asphalt binder containing recycled material. In this
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study, PG grade, G-R, Tc, R-value, and ΔTc were evaluated. Results showed that the GR, Tc and ΔTc had good correlation with performance tests and field performance.
The Performance of Rejuvenated RAP Mixtures
Several studies were conducted to evaluate the overall performance of RAP
mixtures(A. W. Ali et al., 2016a; Elkashef & Williams, 2017; Haghshenas et al., 2016;
Mallick et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2019a, 2019b; Mirhosseini et al., 2019; Mogawer et al.,
2013; Tran et al., 2012; Zhang & Bahia, 2021). It was reported that the use of
rejuvenators reduced the stiffness of the RAP mixtures, which lead to improve the overall
cracking performance of the rejuvenated RAP mixtures. On the other hand, the rutting
resistance of the rejuvenated RAP mixtures decreased when the rejuvenators were
introduced. Table 1 present the performance of rejuvenated RAP mixtures based on the
literature.
Distresses Associated with High RAP Mixture
Cracking. The cracking of the high RAP mixtures is mostly due to the aged
binders that exist in the RAP materials. The aged binder has less elastic behavior, which
leads to an increase the stiffness and the cracking-susceptibility of the asphalt mixture at
both intermediate and low temperatures. For instance, (Tran et al., 2012) evaluated the
use of different RAP content up to 50%. The researchers conducted dynamic complex
modulus (DCM) test at different temperatures and frequencies. Results showed that the
mixes containing RAP have a higher stiffness than those without RAP. These are some
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major limitations not allowing for a very high RAP content usage by the government
agencies.
Rutting. Based on the literature, the rutting performance of the mixtures
containing high RAP materials is likely to be good, due to the stiff binder that occurs in
the RAP materials. However, the overuse of rejuvenators might be an issue since the
rejuvenators reduce the stiffness of the RAP materials. (Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos,
et al., 2014) stated that two main factors contributed to the rutting performance of high
RAP mixtures: the selection of rejuvenator dose should be carefully chosen to prevent
over-softening the RAP binder; sufficient time to reach the equilibrium in the asphalt
binder when added rejuvenator before opening to traffic.
Moisture Susceptibility. Based on the literature, the mixes containing high RAP
materials have similar or better performance in terms of moisture susceptibility than
conventional hot mix asphalt (HMA). (Shen et al., 2007) evaluated the moisture damage
using indirect tensile strength (ITS) tests. The results showed that the mixtures containing
RAP materials have similar performance to virgin ones.
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Table 1
Previous Research on the Effect of Rejuvenators on the Performance of the Rejuvenated
RAP Mixtures

Rutting
Resistance

Fatigue Cracking

Low-temperature
Cracking

Distress

Study

Laboratory Test(s) Main Findings

(Zaumanis et
al., 2013)

IDT and Creep
compliance

The use of rejuvenators
enhanced the low-temperature
cracking performance of the
rejuvenated mixtures.

(Tran et al.,
2012)

IDT

Rejuvenators reduced the
critical failure temperature of
the rejuvenated RAP mixture

(Mogawer et
al., 2013)

OT

Adding rejuvenator enhanced
the cracking performance of
the rejuvenated RAP mixtures

(Cooper Jr et
al., 2015)

SCB

The use of rejuvenators
improved the fracture
resistance of the rejuvenated
mixture at intermediate
temperature

(Tran et al.,
2012)

APA

Rejuvenators addition
decreased the rutting resistance
of the rejuvenated mixtures

(EspinozaLuque et al.,
2018)

HWTD

The use of rejuvenators
increased the mixtures’
susceptibly to rut

Laboratory Performance of 100% RAP
The existing literature also includes a variety of studies that focused on the design
and performance of rejuvenated RAP mixtures (6, 22–29). For example, a study conducted
by (Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014) evaluated the performance of rejuvenated
RAP mixtures prepared six rejuvenators (i.e., waste vegetable oil, waste vegetable grease,
organic oil, distilled tall oil, aromatic extract, and waste engine oil). A constant rejuvenator
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dosage of 12% by weight of RAP binder was used to prepare the mixtures. (Zaumanis,
Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014) reported that rejuvenators improved the low temperature
cracking resistance of rejuvenated RAP mixtures; that is, when compared to a heated RAP
control mix (no rejuvenator). Rejuvenators, however, reduced the rutting resistance of the
RAP mixture.
A laboratory study by (Elkashef & Williams, 2017) examined the low temperature
and fatigue cracking performance of asphalt mixtures prepared using 100% RAP and a
rejuvenator mixed with a neat PG58-28 (unaged) asphalt binder. The rejuvenator was
blended in the neat binder at doses of 6 and 12% by binder weight. The binder-rejuvenator
blend was added to RAP materials at an effective rate of 1% and 2% by total binder weight.
A control mix was prepared using only the RAP and neat binder at the same dosages.
(Elkashef & Williams, 2017) reported that rejuvenated mixtures had higher fracture energy
than the control mixture; that is, better low temperature cracking performance. This was
the case for the mixtures prepared using the modified neat binder at 12% dose.
Full/Partial Patching Technique
Traffic loads and environmental factors damage pavements over time. Such
damage includes rutting, cracking, potholes, joint spalling, and partial depth concrete slab
collapses. Depending on the form and intensity of the distress, several methods and
materials are available to repair such distresses and eventually extent the pavement
service life. In addition, patching repairs are often essential to safety in the roadways and
airfields since it is
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important to maintain runways in good condition to ensure a safe landing for passengers
and aircraft. The techniques of pathing these deteriorated asphalt pavements are vary by
state and the corresponding Department of Transportation (DoT) requirements, but many
municipalities are now researching the feasibility of RAP as patching material. In
addition, the federal standards are for patching procedure are provided by the DOD in
UFC 3-270-01 operations and management manual (MANUAL, 2018).
The Minnesota DOT utilizes a smaller patching manual that covers the site
preparation, material selection, placement/compaction techniques, and moisture
abatement processes(Turgeon, 2018). Though less detailed than the UFC standards, it still
covers the patching methodology for a specific region. Site preparation has little variation
and typically consists of sweeping/blowing loose material (following excavation) out of
the site with a broom/compressed air respectively. If the excavation site is large enough,
it can be milled into more applicable patch sizes and shapes.
The MnDOT manual allows the following materials for patching applications:
virgin HMA, mastic asphalt, cold-mix asphalt patch, and advanced/proprietary materials
(including RAP mixes). The individual material choice varies by application. Small,
shallow potholes are often fixed with cold-mix asphalt. Larger potholes can be fixed with
hot mix RAP or mastic materials. In general, the preferred method of fixing distressed
pavement sections is a mill-and-fill process with virgin HMA. It should be noted that
HMA plant production is expensive, time consuming, and difficult to apply to many
different distressed pavement areas at once. These characteristics of HMA production
support the use of in-place recycled asphalt pavement as a contingency plan. (Cox &
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Rushing, 2017) evaluated nine commercial cold and two HMA products that can be used
as patching materials. The performance of those materials was evaluated using the
asphalt pavement analyzer (APA) and indirect tensile strength (ITS) tests. Results
showed that the two HMA products outperformed the cold products in terms of rutting
resistance. Several researchers (Bruno et al., n.d.; Carruth & Mejías-Santiago, 2015; Cox
et al., 2020; Cox & Sprouse, 2019) also proposed to use heated RAP mixed with a
rejuvenator (referred to herein as “rejuvenated RAP mixtures”) when commercial
patching products are not available. (Carruth & Mejías-Santiago, 2015) investigated the
potential for using hot in-place recycling techniques to conduct small repairs using
rejuvenated RAP mixtures. (Carruth & Mejías-Santiago, 2015) demonstrated that 6-ft by
4-ft repairs using rejuvenated RAP mixtures can survive up to 3500 passes of traffic
loading applied by an F-15E aircraft when the rejuvenator dosage is optimized.
(Cox & Sprouse, 2019) evaluated the potential of using RAP millings as repair
materials when conventional HMA is not available. Two sources of RAP materials were
investigated in this study. The APA and Cantabro tests were conducted to assess the
rutting and durability of the mixtures. It is also noted that no rejuvenator was used in this
study. (Cox & Sprouse, 2019) reported that both RAP sources, when heated and
compacted to make samples, satisfied 8 mm rut depth criteria. It was also reported that
Cantabro mass loss for the heated RAP samples (from both sources) ranged between 9.4
and 14.6% of that of a control mix (HMA prepared using PG76-22) having a mass loss of
8%. Therefore, (Cox & Sprouse, 2019) concluded that heated RAP mixes are suitable as
patching materials and repair applications. (Kwon et al., 2018)investigated the
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performance of spray injection of 100% RAP patching materials for pothole repairs. The
researchers observed that the 100% RAP repair mixtures had good stability and adhesion
properties compared to the control mixture (new HMA prepared with virgin aggregates).
Similar to (Cox & Sprouse, 2019), (Kwon et al., 2018) concluded that heated 100% RAP
materials are feasible for spray injection pothole repair applications.
Producing Patching Materials
Equipment
The study mentioned previously by (Cox & Sprouse, 2019) developed one
alternative method to producing 100% RAP patching materials for on-site use. The
method utilized medium-scale field mixing equipment and a skid-steer loader. A skidsteer is a valuable multi-purpose machine that can come equipped with many different
attachments. For this study, three separate attachments were used: a jackhammer
attachment to break and collect asphalt chunks, a milling attachment to break down the
chunks to an unspecified NMAS, and a “Skid-Patcher 10A CTL” mixing drum and
heating apparatus. The attachments are easily contained in a shipping container and can
attach to most models of skid-steer. Batches of recycled asphalt were collected, milled,
and mixed into 135kg batches with no additional binder. As mentioned already, the
recycled mix performed favorably in lab and field rutting tests and were only slightly less
durable than traditional HMA. In addition to small-scale production, some asphalt plants
produce recycled material in similar manners to HMA, but for a fraction of the cost.
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The most applicable equipment list for contingency plan patching procedures on a
larger scale can be found in Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) TR-198 article titled “Rapid Airfield Damage Recovery Technology Integration Experiment”
(Bell et al., 2019). It should be noted that this ERDC article chronicles the repair process
for concrete airfields and will need modifications for asphalt application. Most of the
heavy equipment is multi-purpose however and can be used in many paving applications.
The inclusion of more compaction tools/vehicles would be necessary in asphalt paving.
Alternative Asphaltic Paving Materials
Alternative materials for patching typically have less variability in
makeup/additive content in comparison to 100% RAP mixes. The universally preferred
mix is typically HMA, but the production of this mix accounts for higher costs,
emissions, and logistical concerns. As mentioned previously, some Departments of
Transportation also allow mastic materials to be used for patching applications. Stone
mastic asphalt is nothing more than a hybrid of cementitious material and finer aggregate
like limestone that has more viscoelastic variability at high temps than Portland cement
concrete. These materials are incredibly moisture resistant and are good for wet-freeze
regions around the US but are produced much less frequently for patching than
HMA/CMA mixes.
Cold mix asphalt (CMA) is the last patching material that should be considered
for the study. CMA is the combination of paving grade aggregate, and binder emulsions.
Traditionally, cold mix asphalt is marketed for at-home repairs, or reserved for
emergency use by municipalities when HMA is not appropriate. They are often produced
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in small off-the-shelves units that are not applicable to airfield level loading. (Cox &
Rushing, 2017) produced a study on “Rutting Performance of Cold-Applied Asphalt
Repair Materials for Airfield Pavements” and noted that even the best performing mixes
(AquaPatch) were 20-30x weaker in tensile strength testing than plant-produced
WMA/HMA. The best mixes showed concerning rut results after 1000lb passes of 100lb
loading, which is significantly less intense than the F15E load cart mentioned earlier. The
presence of rejuvenators also made little to no difference in mix performance for airfield
application(Geng et al., 2020).
Summary of Literature
Based on the literature, the following findings can be summarized:
•

Rejuvenators have been successfully utilized to modify the RAP PG grading at
the binder level. Furthermore, it was found that organic and petroleum-based
rejuvenators reduced both low and high-performance grades (Zaumanis et al.,
2014b).

•

It is important to find an optimum dosage of rejuvenator for effective rejuvenation
of RAP binders for repurposing. In the NCHRP project 09-58 report, three
approaches to determining optimum dosages have been recommended. It is
always recommended to test on RAP-rejuvenator blends.

•

The use of rejuvenators enhances the overall cracking performance of the RAP
mixture. In particular, rejuvenators decrease the mixtures' stiffness, leading to
better cracking resistance.
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•

Moisture may not be a big issue with RAP material. Tensile Strength Ratio results
for RAP with rejuvenating materials showed that the mixtures containing RAP
materials have similar performance compared to virgin mixture ((Shen et al.,
2007).

•

Rejuvenators increase the rutting susceptibility of the rejuvenated RAP mixtures.
Hence, rejuvenators reduced the stiffness of the mixtures leading to less rutting
resistance.

•

100% RAP material might be feasible as patching materials application. (Cox &
Sprouse, 2019; Kwon et al., 2018).
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Chapter 3
Materials and Experimental Program
Materials and Testing Program for RAP Binder Evaluation
Materials
The RAP was obtained from a single jobsite to minimize RAP source and
stockpile variability for the binder testing program. The RAP materials obtained for this
stage were milled from the Atlantic City International Airport in Atlantic City, NJ. The
RAP was a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) P-401 HMA mixture initially
constructed using a PG 64-22 asphalt binder.
Four types of rejuvenators were evaluated in this phase of the project. This study
evaluated one petroleum-based (i.e., aromatic extract) and three organic-based (i.e., corn
oil, tall oil, and modified vegetable oil) rejuvenators as can be seen in the Figure 2.
Rejuvenators were selected based on performance highlighted in literature and
availability ((A. W. Ali et al., 2016b; Cavalli et al., 2018; Cooper Jr et al., 2015; Elkashef
& Williams, 2017; El-Shorbagy et al., 2019; Ji et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2014; Zaumanis et
al., 2013, 2015; Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014)). A description of each
rejuvenator is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 2
Rejuvenators Used in this Study

Table 2
Description of Rejuvenators Used in this Study
Product Name
Sylvaroad
Modified Vegetable
Oil
JIVE
ValAro

Rejuvenator
Crude Tall Oil (TO)
Vegetable Oil (VO)
Corn Oil (CO)
Aromatic Extract Oil
(AE)
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Rejuvenator
Source
Organic Product
Organic Product
Organic Product
Petroleum Product

Experimental Program
For this study, the experimental program was divided into two phases. In the first
phase, the best rejuvenator’s type were determined, in addition the impact of aging was
evaluated beside the rheological and chemical properties of the extracted and rejuvenated
RAP binder. The second phase of the experimental program was to evaluate the
performance of 100% RAP, using the optimized rejuvenator type and dose based on the
binder testing results. The testing program for the second phase is presented in the
upcoming sections.
For the binder evaluation part, a comprehensive testing plan (Table 4) was
developed to evaluate the relationship between extracted and rejuvenated RAP binders'
rheological properties, performance, and chemical composition. The experimental plan
included high and low performance grade testing, according to AASHTO M 320. In this
study also, the rheological parameters (i.e., rheological index, R-value, and crossover
temperature, Tc) were conducted using the frequency sweep test. In addition, critical
temperature differential (ΔTc) and Glover-Rowe (G-R) parameters were determined to
evaluate the performance of the extracted and rejuvenated RAP binder. The chemical
aging indices (i.e., carbonyl and sulfoxide) were determined using Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) test. Further, each test was performed at three different
aging levels—RTFO, PAV20, and PAV40—on the extracted binder and each rejuvenated
RAP binder (6% and 12% dose rates) for a total of 27 different asphalt binder
combinations. These doses were selected based on the approximate range of the optimum
rejuvenator dose needed to restore the original binder properties of the extracted RAP
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binder(Elkashef & Williams, 2017; Ji et al., 2017; Zaumanis et al., 2013; Zaumanis,
Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014).
Table 3 summarizes the experimental plan used in this study and a description of
each test and its respective parameters is provided in the following subsections.
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Table 3
Testing Matrix for Evaluating the Impact of Rejuvenators on the Performance of the RAP Binder
Binder
Type
Extracted
RAP

Crude Tall
Oil*
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Modified
Vegetable
Oil*

Corn Oil*

Aromatic
Extract
Oil*

Binder
ID

Test Parameter

Aging
Level

HPG

OB
Extracted RTFO
RAP
PAV20
PAV40
OB
RTFO
TO
PAV20
PAV40
OB
RTFO
VO
PAV20
PAV40
OB
RTFO
CO
PAV20
PAV40
OB
RTFO
AE
PAV20
PAV40

√
√
--√
√
--√
√
--√
√
--√
√
---

G-R
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√

R-value
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√

Tc
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√

LPG

ΔTc

-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√

-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√
-√
√
√

Carbonyl Sulfoxide
Index
Index
--√
√
√
√
√
√
--√
√
√
√
√
√
--√
√
√
√
√
√
--√
√
√
√
√
√
--√
√
√
√
√
√

Note:* The rejuvenators were added with extracted RAP binder at two doses (i.e., 6%, and 12%) by the weight of the RAP binder. HPG = High performance grade;
LPG = low performance grade; G-R = Glover-Rowe parameter; R-value = rheological index; Tc = crossover temperature; ΔTc = critical temperature differential; OB=
Original State of binder; RTFO = rolling thin film oven; PAV = pressure aging vessel

Binder Extraction and Recovery and Binder Sample Preparation
The aged binder was extracted from the RAP material using n-Propyl Bromide
(nPB) as a solvent according to ASTM D 2172, method A (centrifuge). The centrifuge
extraction method is a cold extraction method used to separate the binder and solvent
from aggregate. Extraction was done by submerging a loose RAP sample in a solvent and
then separating and collecting the binder and solvent into a container, as shown in Figure
3.

Figure 3
The Equipment Used in this Study for the Extraction
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The recovery process was followed the extraction using a rotary evaporator, according to
ASTM D 5404. Rotary Evaporator Method was used to separate the binder from the
extracted solution by immersing the extracted solution in a hot oil bath (140°C ± 3°C)
and applying a partial vacuum and a flow of a gas due to these two combination solvent
is evaporated from the extracted solvent. Figure 4 presents the recovery equipment that
was used.
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Figure 4
Rotary Evaporator Used in this Study

The rejuvenated RAP binder was prepared by heating up the extracted RAP binder for 40
minutes at 140°C then blending with a rejuvenator at a particular dose, following the
same process in literature (Zaumanis et al., 2014)
Binder Aging Protocols
Three aging levels were employed to characterize the effect of aging on the
properties of the extracted and rejuvenated RAP binder. These levels including: 1) the
standard Superpave Rolling Thin Film Oven (RTFO) according to (AASHTO T240), 2)
the standard Superpave Pressure Aging Vessel (PAV) aging procedure for 20 hours based
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on (AASHTO R 28), and 3) the extended PAV aging procedure for 40 hours. A
description of each level is provided in the following subsections.
RTFO Aging Level. The RTFO aging level (AASHTO T240) was used to
simulate the aging during the mixing and construction process. The procedure involves
rolling a thin film of the binder (35 grams) that is poured in a cylindrical glass at 15 ± 0.2
rpm for 85 minutes. This aging level was conducted at a temperature of 163°C ± 1°C
with air flow of 4000± 300 mL/min.
PAV (20 Hours) and Extended (40 Hours) Aging Level. The PAV for 20 and
40 hours were used to simulate the aging in of the mixtures in the field. These aging
levels were utilized after applying RTFO aging on the binder sample. This aging process
includes applying heat and pressure (i.e., 100oC and 2.1 ± 0.1 MPa, respectively) on 50
grams of the binder for 20 hours. The extended PAV aging was also employed in this
study for 40 hours, to understand the effect of aging on the extracted and rejuvenated
RAP binder. This procedure was similar to the standard PAV; however, the samples were
subjected to 40 hours instead of 20 hours of aging.
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Binder Testing Program
Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR).
High Performance Grade (HPG). The high-performance grade of the extracted
and rejuvenated RAP binder was determined using the Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR)
device according to (AASHTO M320). A 25 mm plate with a1 mm gap was used to
determine the complex shear modulus (G*) and phase angle (δ) at 10 radians per second.
Specification requirements regarding the high performance grade are shown in Table 4.

Table 4
Superpave Binder for Performance Grade
Test method
DSR
(AASHTO T315)
BBR
(AASHTO T313)

Test parameter
G* /sin δ
Creep Stiffness
m-Value

Binder state
Original Binder
RTFO
RTFO + PAV20
RTFO + PAV20
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Requirements
≥ 1.0 KPa at 10 rad/s
≥ 2.2 kPa at 10 rad/s
≤ 300 MPa
≥ 0.300

Frequency Sweep Test. Frequency sweep test was conducted to evaluate the
rheological properties of the extracted and rejuvenated RAP binder. Frequencies between
100 to 0.1 radians per second were performed in this study at several temperatures (i.e., 5
°C, 15 °C, 25 °C, 35 °C, 45 °C, 60 °C, and 75 °C). A strain value of 0.5% was applied on
the 8-mm parallel plate with 2-mm gap for the temperatures 5 °C, 15 °C, 25 °C, 35 °C,
and 45 °C and a strain value of 1% with a 1-mm gap was used for the temperatures range
of 45 °C to 75 °C. From the frequency sweep test, several parameters were determined
such as the Glover-Rowe parameter (G-R), rheological index (R-value), and crossover
temperature (Tc). in this test three aging levels (i.e., RTFO, PAV20, and PAV40) were
conducted to capture the effect of aging on the rheological and performance of the
extracted and rejuvenated RAP binder.
•

Glover-Rowe (G-R) parameter: G-R parameter has been used to describe the
cracking resistance of the asphalt binder and its susceptibility to aging(Anderson
et al., 2011a; Glover et al., 2005). G-R parameter was defined as a ductility
parameter that depends on the storage modulus and the dynamic viscosity of the
asphalt binder at 15 °C and 0.005 radians per second. Furthermore, a G-R value of
180 KPa represents the beginning of non-load related cracking and a G-R value of
600 KPa corresponds to significant cracking that already occurred.

•

Rheological Index (R- value): Rheological index is a measure used to define the
shape of the dynamic shear modulus master curve (Christensen and Anderson,
1992; Garcia Cucalon et al., 2019). A higher R-value tend to flatten the master
curve shape, implying that the asphalt binder has a steadier transition between the
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elastic and viscous behavior. However, the R-value can capture the aging since Rvalue increases with aging.

•

Crossover Temperature (Tc): Crossover temperature is a fundamental property of
the asphalt binder that can be defined as the temperature at which the storage
modulus is equal to the loss modulus (i.e when the phase angle (δ) is equal to 45
degrees). The crossover temperature reflects the temperature at which the elastic
and viscous properties of the asphalt binder equally contribute to the complex
shear modulus. In literature, the crossover temperature has been correlated to the
asphalt binder’s performance and susceptibility to aging (Garcia Cucalon et al.,
2019).
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Bending Beam Rheometer (BBR).
Low Performance Grade (LPG). The low performance grade for the extracted
and rejuvenated RAP binder were determined using Bending Beam Rheometer (BBR)
test based on AASHTO T313. The creep stiffness (S) and m-value were recorded and
compared for the different binders at 60 seconds. For the low performance grade, the
PAV20 was applied on both extracted and rejuvenated RAP binder shown in Table 4.
Therefore, further aging was also applied for further investigation.
Critical Temperature Differential (ΔTc). ΔTc can be determined by measuring
the difference between the low temperature grades determined from creep stiffness and
m-value at 60 seconds. It was reported that a decrease in ΔTc indicates greater cracking
susceptibility for the asphalt binder (Anderson et al., 2011b) Furthermore, ΔTc showed a
strong correlation with field cracking performance. Based on (Anderson et al., 2011b)
the researchers established two limits for ΔTc (-2.5°C and -5°C) where the first limit
indicates a warning for future asphalt cracking and the second limit indicates a need for
replacement.
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) has emerged as a prominent asphalt binder test because of its ability
to track the oxidation of asphalt binder. FTIR test determines the amount of infrared
radiation that the sample absorbs at a specific wavelength range. The different
wavelengths are then related to different chemical components in the tested material.
Specifically, binder oxidation increases the carbonyl and sulfoxide components of the
asphalt binder. The carbonyl and sulfoxide groups can be used to compare the aging
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susceptibilities of different asphalt binders. Commonly, carbonyl and sulfoxide indices
are determined (shown in Equations 1 and 2) as general index measures for comparisons
between asphalt binders (Negulescu et al., 2006; Jia et al., 2014)). In this study, the
growth in the carbonyl and sulfoxide indices (from RTFO to PAV20 and RTFO to
PAV40) were evaluated since carbonyl and sulfoxide compounds are contained in these
rejuvenators.

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 1700 𝑐𝑚−1

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 1460 𝑐𝑚−1+𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 1375 𝑐𝑚−1

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 1032 𝑐𝑚−1

𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 1460 𝑐𝑚−1 +𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 1375 𝑐𝑚−1

(1)

(2)

Materials and Testing Program for the Mixture Evaluation
For this phase of the project, the performance of the RAP materials was evaluated using
the best rejuvenators based on the binder evaluation of this project. Based on the binder
evaluation (more details on that in chapter 4), it was observed that the corn oil and
modified vegetable oil showed superior rejuvenators compared to the other rejuvenators
that were evaluated.
The performance of the rejuvenated mixtures was evaluated using the indirect tension
asphalt cracking test (IDEAL-CT) to evaluate the cracking resistance. In addition, the
asphalt pavement analyzer (APA) test was conducted to assess the rutting performance of
the rejuvenated mixture. Furthermore, the shear bond between the asphalt interlayers was
investigated to evaluate the effect of the RAP mixture on the shear bond when using the
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rejuvenated RAP as a patching material. Additional details of the experimental program
employed are provided in the following subsections.
RAP Aggregates and Rejuvenators
Two sources of RAP were obtained for this phase of the study; the first source
was RAP milled from the Atlantic City International Airport in Atlantic City, New Jersey
and the second was obtained from a roadway in Pennsauken, New Jersey. The RAP
materials were obtained from these two jobsites to evaluate the variability of sources and
stockpiles. Figure 5 presents the gradation of both RAP materials. The general gradation
for the RAP materials were taken after sieving around 140 kgs of each source as shown in
Figure 5a. This gradation was used to produce the RAP samples for both sources.
Moreover, the washed gradation after the extraction was plotted for both sources, as
shown in Figure 5b. In addition, two control HMA mixes were prepared using a PG 6422 binder and virgin aggregates. The aggregate gradations of the two control mixes are
presented in Figure 5b; that is, similar to the washed gradation obtained for both RAP
sources after extraction of the asphalt binder. A virgin binder (PG 64-22) binder was
selected to prepare the control mixes facilitate comparisons between designs rejuvenated
RAP mixtures with control mixture (additional details below).
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Figure 5
Gradation Curve for RAP Materials: (a) Materials Gradation; (b) Washed Gradation
After the Extraction

(a)

(b)
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Two different rejuvenators (Corn Oil, CO, and Modified Vegetable Oil, VO) were
used to prepare two rejuvenated RAP mixtures; one from each source of RAP. Table 5
presents the fundamental properties of the rejuvenators. Two different rejuvenator doses
¬6% and 12% by weight of RAP binder were selected (blending charts for Step 3 are
presented in the discussion of results).
In the addition to RAP materials and rejuvenators, A slow setting cationic asphalt
emulsion (CSS-1h) was obtained and used to as a tack coat material when testing for
shear bond strength (additional details in the experimental program section). This
emulsion was selected because it is specified in the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC),
Number 3-270-01(16). This tack coat was obtained from a local New Jersey supplier. A
1-gallon plastic container was used to store the emulsion at room temperature. Before
every use, the emulsion was gently agitated.

Table 5
General Properties of the Rejuvenators Used in the Mixture Evaluation
Properties
Flash Point (°C)
Density (@25 °C, g/ml)
Density (@25 °C, g/ml)
Viscosity (40°C, cSt)
Viscosity (60°C, cSt)

Corn oil (CO)
> 221
_
0.91
_

Modified vegetable oil (VO)
>290
0.88 - 0.93
_
37-41

15

_
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Testing Program Mixture Evaluation
Figure 6 shows the experimental plan for this phase of the study. Two types of
comparisons on the mixture level were utilized: comparing the rejuvenated RAP mixtures
that meet PG64-22 requirements (i.e., 6%-CO-S1, 6%-VO-S1, 12%-CO-S2, and 12-VOS2) with the controls (virgin mixtures) of each source (i.e., control-S1 and control-S2);
12% CO and 6% CO for source 1 and source 2 respectively were used to evaluate the
variability of source at the same rejuvenator’s dose (i.e., 6%-CO-S1 with 6%-CO-S2 and
12%-CO-S1 with 12%-CO-S2). Henceforth in this study, the RAP mixtures will be
mentioned by the nomenclature shown in Figure 7 and explained below. All mixtures
were investigated using asphalt pavement analyzer (APA) and indirect tensile asphalt
cracking (IDEAL-CT) tests to evaluate the rutting and cracking performance. In addition,
interlayer shear bond strength test (ISS) was conducted to evaluate the bond between the
normal HMA and the RAP material.
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Figure 6
Overview of the Experimental Plan of the Mixture Evaluation

Figure 7
Nomenclature for Mixture Identification

12%-CO-S2
Rejuvenator dose:
• 6%*
• 12%*

Rejuvenator type:
• Corn oil (CO)
• Modified Vegetable oil
(VO)

RAP source:
• Source 1 (S1)
• Source 2 (S2)

Note: * These doses are by the weight of the RAP binder.
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Mixture Samples Preparation. The RAP mixtures were prepared by heating the
RAP materials in the oven at 145°C for 2 hours. The rejuvenators were added and
blended with the RAP materials using a planetary mixer. Afterwards, short-term aging
was conducted on each loose mix at 145°C for 2 hours before the samples were
compacted using a gyratory compactor at 145°C. The air voids were kept at 7% ± 1%.
The control mixes were produced using a PG 64-22 neat binder and virgin aggregate. The
gradation for the control mixes was followed using the washed gradation after the
extraction of the RAP materials. The binder and the aggregate were heated to 145°C. The
binder content for control 1 and control 2 were 5.3% and 5.42%, respectively, which
matches the binder content for the RAP materials.
Asphalt Pavement Analyzer Test (APA) (AASHTO T 340). The rutting
resistance of the 100%RAP and control mixtures was assessed using the asphalt
pavement analyzer (APA) test. In this study, the APA was performed, according to the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) (43), at a temperature of 64°C, a wheel load of
1112.06 N (250 lb), and a hose pressure of 1723.69 kPa (250 Psi). Cylindrical asphalt
samples were prepared using a Superpave gyratory compactor (SGC) to a height of 75
mm and a diameter of 150 mm. The air void content was kept at 7% ± 1% (46). Three
replicates per mix (6 cylindrical samples) were tested for rutting in the APA. The APA
results report includes average rut depth and number of cycles to failure (4000 cycles or
10 mm rut depth). This failure criteria were selected based on the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) requirements for designing the asphalt pavement for airfield
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(Rushing et al., 2014). Lower rut depth values are desired for asphalt mixtures as that
indicate lower rutting in the field.
Indirect Tensile Asphalt Cracking Test (IDEAL-CT) at Intermediate
Temperature (ASTM-D8225). The cracking resistance of the control and 100% RAP
mixtures was evaluated using the IDEAL-CT. The test was conducted at room
temperature (i.e., 25°C) by applying a monotonic displacement-load at a rate of 50
mm/min (2 in/min) to break compacted samples. Samples for this test were prepared
using a SGC to a height of 62 mm and a diameter of 150 mm. The air void content was
kept at 7% ± 1%. In this test, load-displacement curves are obtained and analyzed for
each sample. Three replicates per mix were tested in this study. Using the loaddisplacement curves, various cracking performance measures can be determined. These
include: Indirect Tensile Strength (ITS) and Cracking Index (CTIndex). Higher ITS and
CTIndex values indicate better resistance to fatigue cracking. Furthermore, loaddisplacement curve slope after peak load is a measure of crack propagation rate and is
referred to as m75. Lower m75 indicates better crack propagation resistance in asphalt
mixtures. For this test, a minimum threshold value of 70 for the CTindex was taken as a
baseline for all rejuvenated RAP mixtures. This threshold was mentioned in VDOT
specification for surface asphalt mixtures in Virginia (Habbouche et al., 2022).
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Figure 8
The Equipment Used for the Interlayer Shear Strength Test
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Interlayer Shear Bond Strength Test (AASHTO TP 114). The shear bond
strength of the control and 100% RAP mixtures was evaluated according to AASHTO
TP114 standard procedure. In this test, a direct shear device is used to measure the
interlayer shear bond between two asphalt mixtures. Figure 8 shows the equipment used
for the interlayer shear strength test. For this study, bonding of the 100%RAP mixtures
to a New Jersey (NJ) standard mix was evaluated. Samples of the NJ mix were first
prepared using a SGC to a height of 50 mm and a diameter of 150 mm. These samples
were then allowed to cool to room temperature after which a tack coat (CSS-1h) was
applied. The tack coat was cured in an oven at 60°C for 90 minutes (Al-Hosainat et al.,
2022). Afterward, 100% RAP (patch materials) mixes compacted on top of the HMA
samples using an SGC to a final height of 100 mm. It should be mentioned here that just
only the patch materials were heated up to the compaction temperature before the second
compaction. The sample preparation procedures are presented in figure 9 below.
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Figure 9
ISS Test Sample Preparation Procedure

The compaction temperature for preparing these samples was 145°C. Three
replicates were tested for each mixture type. The test was then conducted with a constant
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displacement loading rate of 2.54 mm/min (0.1 in/min) to break the specimens. The
interlayer shear strength (ISS) was calculated using the ultimate load applied to break the
bond in each sample. A higher ISS value indicates better bond. For this test, a minimum
threshold value of 276 KPa was taken as a baseline for all mixtures. This threshold value
was recommended by NCHRP project number 09-40 (Mohammad & Button, 2006).
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Chapter 4
Discussion of Binder Testing Results
The Effect of The Rejuvenators on the Rheological and Performance Measures
Performance Grading Testing Results
Figure 10 presents the high continuous performance grade (HPGcont) for the
extracted RAP binder and all rejuvenated RAP binders at different doses. As shown in
this figure, the HPGcont for all rejuvenated RAP binders was at least one PG lower than
that of the extracted RAP binder. The most reduction in the high PG (from PG76 to
PG52) was for the rejuvenated RAP binder prepared using the CO rejuvenator added at
12% by binder weight. Therefore, and as expected, using a higher dose (up to 12%) of the
CO, and any of the other rejuvenators as shown in Figure 10, reduced the HPGcont more
than that observed at lower doses (up to 6%). In addition, Figure 10 shows that using a
6% dose reverses the aging effects (during service life) on the extracted RAP binder to its
original grade during construction (that is, PG64). Furthermore, by comparing the
HPGcont for different rejuvenators (Figure 10), it can be seen that all rejuvenators had
comparable (within 5oC) impact on the HPGcont. This was the case for those binder
rejuvenated using a 6%. dose. When comparing the high PG for rejuvenated RAP binders
at 12% dose rate, Figure 10 shows that CO had a one high PG (i.e., PG52) lower than the
other three rejuvenators (PG58) at the same dose. In general, these observations suggest
that all rejuvenators had a similar impact on the high PG grade of the extracted RAP
binder. Figure 10 also shows the continuous low PG (LPGcont) for the extracted RAP
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binder and all rejuvenated RAP binders. As presented in this figure, all rejuvenated RAP
binders had at least one (PG-16 to PG-22) low temperature PG lower than that of the
unrejuvenated, extracted RAP binder. The most reduction in the low temperature PG was
for the VO and CO at 12% dose rate (PG-16 to PG-40).

Figure 10
Measured Performance Grade for Extracted and Rejuvenated RAP Binder
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Note: HPGcont = continuous high-performance grade; LPGcont = continuous low performance grade.

These observations suggest that all rejuvenators reduced the LPGcont and using
higher doses leads to the most reduction (up to four low temperature PGs) in low
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temperature PG. Similar to the high PG results, Figure 10 shows that the use of at least
6% dose for all rejuvenators was enough to reverse the aging impacts (during service life)
on the extracted RAP binder, suggesting that this dose is sufficient to rejuvenate this RAP
binder. In addition, Figure 10 shows that LPGcont for the petroleum-based AE (regardless
of dose rate) was higher than that observed for all the organic-based (i.e., CO, TO, and
VO) rejuvenators. This observation suggests that organic-based rejuvenators are better at
reversing service life aging impacts than petroleum-based ones. Furthermore, by
comparing the low temperature PG, it was found that the CO rejuvenator was slightly
better at reversing aging impacts than the other organic-based rejuvenators.
Critical Temperature Differential (ΔTc)
Figure 11 presents the critical temperature differential ΔTc values of RTFO,
PAV20, and PAV40 aged binder. From Figure 11, it can be seen that the extracted RAP
exceeded the severe threshold value of -5°C at its RTFO level, which was expected as
this binder was extracted from a field reconstruction project. At the RTFO aging level,
the use of CO, TO, and VO rejuvenators improved the binder properties to be greater
than the low severity ΔTc threshold of -2.5°C. The use of AE, however, did not improve
the ΔTc above the low severity threshold of -2.5°C. At PAV20 aging level, only five of
the eight rejuvenator combinations (6%VO, 12%VO, 12%TO, 6%CO, and 12%CO)
remained greater than the low severity ΔTc threshold, and at PAV40, only one
rejuvenator combination (12%CO) was greater than the low severity ΔTc threshold. Only
AE reduced the cracking performance of the rejuvenated RAP binder to a value below the
severe cracking threshold of -5°C at PAV20 and PAV40 aging levels.
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Figure 11
ΔTc Values for the Extracted and Rejuvenated RAP Binders
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Note: The dotted lines represent the threshold values of -2.5°C and -5°C. ΔTc = critical temperature differential. RTFO
= rolling thin film oven; PAV = pressure aging vessel

Shear Modulus Master Curves
Figure 12 presents the complex shear modulus master curves for each asphalt
binder at the RTFO, PAV20, and PAV40 levels. As can be seen from Figure 12, the
addition of rejuvenators decreased the complex shear modulus of the extracted RAP
binder by up to 50% at high temperatures and low frequencies. In fact, organic-based
rejuvenators presented higher stiffness when added at a dose of 6% compared to the ones
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O
V

at 12%. While at 12%, AE exhibited a higher value of complex shear modulus compared
to organic-based rejuvenators at the same dose. Overall, these observations suggest that
the rutting susceptibility may increase when rejuvenators are added to the extracted RAP
binder regardless of their doses. While at low temperatures and high frequencies as shows
in figure 12, the use of rejuvenators dropped the complex shear modulus of the extracted
RAP binder, which may enhance the cracking performance of this binder. Finally, the
dose of rejuvenators did not seem to considerably impact complex shear modulus at
lower temperature performance. That was because the reference temperature was not too
low to characterize the performance of the rejuvenated RAP binder at low temperature.

Figure 12
Shear Modulus Master Curves for Extracted and Rejuvenated RAP Binders at (a) RTFO;
(b) PAV20; and (c) PAV40 Aging Levels
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1×10 5

Black Space Diagram at G-R Conditions
To elaborate more regarding to the effect of aging (from RTFO to PAV20 to PAV40) on
both rheological components (i.e., complex shear modulus (G*) and phase angle (δ)), the
black space diagram was plotted as shown in Figure 13. A schematic graph was also
plotted to show the changes in G* and δ with aging from RTFO to PAV20 to PAV40 as
shows in Figure 13. As defined in literature (Martin et al., 2019c), the black space
diagram at G-R conditions (i.e., 180 KPa and 600 KPa) can identify the cracking
susceptibly of asphalt binder using three zones including no-cracking, transition, and
cracking zones. The black space diagram using the G-R conditions for the extracted and
rejuvenated RAP binders is presented in Figure 13. Figure 13 illustrates that the use of
rejuvenators shifts the black space diagram to the bottom right regardless of the
rejuvenator type and dose rate. In other words, adding rejuvenators reduced the stiffness
(G*) and increased the RAP binder's phase angle (δ), indicating restored ductility. The
extracted RAP shown in Figure 13 was located within the transition zone after PAV20
and in the block cracking zone after PAV40 aging level exhibiting very high G* and low
δ. For the 6% dose rate, CO, AE, and TO remained in the transition zone after PAV40.
For the 12% dose rate, AE showed less improvement in reducing the G* and increasing δ
compared to other rejuvenators.
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Figure 13
(a) Illustration of G* and δ Changing with Aging in Black Space Diagram and (b) Black
Space Diagram for Extracted and Rejuvenated RAP Binders
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Note: The dotted lines represent the beginning of non-load related cracking with value of 180 KPa and significant
cracking that already occurred with value of 600 KPa. RTFO = rolling thin film oven; PAV = pressure aging vessel.
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G-R Parameter
Figure 14 shows G-R values of RTFO, PAV20, and PAV40 aging levels. As
expected, Figure 14 shows that the G-R parameter also increased as the binder aging
level increased. The extracted RAP (without rejuvenators) had the highest values of G-R
for all aging levels which also exceeded the low severity limit at PAV20 and the high
severity limit at PAV40. It was observed that the use of rejuvenators reduced G-R as
shown in Figure 14, regardless of the aging levels. For the low dose (i.e., 6%), VO
showed the greatest reduction in G-R for RTFO and PAV40 aging levels. In fact, all
organic rejuvenators showed the greatest reduction in G-R regardless of dose rate.
However, petroleum-based rejuvenator (i.e., AE) showed the least impact on G-R
parameter in the high and low doses compared to the organic products. Furthermore, AE
(at both dose levels) and 6% CO exceeded the low severity G-R limit at the PAV40 level,
indicating potential concerns regarding the long-term cracking resistance of these
rejuvenated RAP binders.
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Figure 14
G-R Parameter for the Rejuvenated RAP Binder
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R-Value and Crossover Temperature
Figure 15 presents the R-value and crossover temperatures for the extracted and
rejuvenated RAP binders. From Figure 15, the use of rejuvenators decreases the
magnitude of R-value for the organic rejuvenator products. The decrease in R-value
indicates greater susceptibility to changes in temperature as seen through a steeper
dynamic shear modulus master curve. AE, however, showed an increase in R-value
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indicating less susceptibility to changes in temperature. With regards to crossover
temperature, the use of rejuvenators reduced the crossover temperature at all aging levels.
Specifically, at the low dose rate (6%), VO proved to be the best at reducing the
crossover temperature compared to all other rejuvenators at the RTFO and PAV40 levels.
This corresponds with similar findings to those from the G-R parameter (Figure 14). At
the higher dose level (12%), CO showed the greatest reduction in crossover temperature
across all aging levels.

Figure 15
Performance Measures from Frequency Sweep Test: (a) R-value; and (b) Crossover
Temperature
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Chemical Aging Indices
Figure 16 presents the extracted and rejuvenated RAP binder's growth in carbonyl
and sulfoxide indices (from RTFO to PAV20 and RTFO to PAV40). As illustrated in
Figure 16-a, when evaluating the change in carbonyl index between RTFO and PAV20
aging levels, extracted RAP showed the lowest susceptibility to aging. This was believed
to be the case since the extracted RAP was obtained from the field that had already been
aged. For the rejuvenated RAP binder, both doses of AE showed the highest change in the
carbonyl index, suggesting that the AE has the greatest susceptible to age, which
corresponds with the ΔTc findings presented previously (Figure 11). The 12% VO showed
the lowest growth in the carbonyl index, suggesting that the VO at high dose rate has the
lowest effect by aging from RTFO to PAV20 aging levels. The extracted RAP showed the
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high carbonyl index growth as the aging extends from RTFO to PAV40, which corresponds
with the ΔTc, and G-R findings presented previously (Figure 11 and Figure 14,
respectively). Figure 16-b also demonstrated that the VO at a high dose rate (i.e., 12%) has
the smallest growth (from RTFO to PAV40) in the carbonyl index. Figure 16-b also present
the growth in the sulfoxide index. It was observed that 12% CO and 6% VO showed the
lowest growth in the sulfoxide index from RTFO to PAV20. Both doses (6% and 12%) of
TO show the highest growth in the sulfoxide index for both aging extents.

Figure 16
Chemical Aging Indices of the Extracted and Rejuvenated RAP Binder: (a) Carbonyl
Index; and (b) Sulfoxide Index
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Performance Chart and Correlations
Aging-Performance Correlations
As mentioned previously from literature, there is a strong relationship between
premature asphalt binder cracking and the binder’s susceptibility to aging (Anderson et
al., 2011b; Kaseer, Martin and Arámbula-Mercado, 2021; Liu, Liu and Hao, 2021).
Therefore, statistical relationships were developed to assess the correlation between
common performance measures—R-value, LPGcont, ΔTc, and G-R—and the chemical
properties of each asphalt binder combination. Furthermore, each aging level (RTFO,
PAV20, and PAV40) were used as a different binder combination resulting in 27
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different binder combinations considered in the statistical analysis. In evaluating the
statistical correlation (Pearson correlation), any combination with a level of significance
(R2) greater than 60% was considered a good correlation. This R2 threshold was selected
based on similar thresholds used in the evaluation of asphalt binder parameters (Walubita
et al., 2020). Figure 17 presents the relationships between each performance measure and
the carbonyl and sulfoxide indices.
As can be seen from Figure 17, the LPGcont, ΔTc, R-value, and Tc showed linear
relationships with the carbonyl index; whereas, the G-R parameter showed an exponential
relationship with substantial increases in G-R as carbonyl index increased. Overall, the
correlations showed the expected trends in which all performance measures worsened
with an increase in carbonyl index. Interestingly, ΔTc, R-value, and Tc showed the
strongest relationships to the carbonyl index with an R2 value greater than 60%. This
finding indicates that these parameters may be suitable for future use as a quality control
and quality assurance measure of rejuvenated RAP binders. It is also noted that no
performance measure showed a strong correlation with the sulfoxide index in which all
parameters had an R2 value of approximately 40% or less. This observation corresponds
with the literature (Petersen, 2009).
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Figure 17
Statistical Relationships Between Each Performance Measure and: (a) Carbonyl Index;
and (b) Sulfoxide Index
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Overall Comparison of Rejuvenator Performance
As seen in this study, each performance test and binder characteristic showed a
different ranking of binders and there is no clear method in identifying a recommended
rejuvenator combination. Recent literature has utilized performance diagrams to identify
better-performing asphalt binders (Rivera et al., 2021; Rochlani et al., 2019).
Performance diagrams include several different parameters that are plotted
simultaneously. Each asphalt binder is plotted on this chart to allow for comparisons
among all parameters. In this case, all parameter values must be scaled between 0.0 and
1.0 to allow for equivalent area comparisons. The traditional scaling function is presented
in Equation 3 in which a value of one indicates the best performing binder for that
parameter.
𝑃𝑅𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 =

𝑃𝐼𝑥 − 𝑃𝐼𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡
𝑃𝐼𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 −𝑃𝐼𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡

(3)

Where;
PRScaled = Asphalt binder rating for specific performance test scaled between 0 and
1
PIx = Performance index value for asphalt binder
PIWorst = Lowest value for given performance index
PIBest = Greatest value for given performance index

The performance diagram in this study contained eight parameters—R-value,
crossover temperature, G-R, LPGCont, HPGCont, ΔTc, carbonyl index, and sulfoxide
index—as this goal study was to assess the susceptibility of rejuvenated RAP binders to
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aging. Therefore, all parameters, except HPGCont and LPGCont, were taken as the change
in performance between the RTFO and PAV40 aging levels, which is similar to methods
used to assess aging in literature (Rivera et al., 2021). As mentioned previously, all the
combinations were scaled to be values between 0.0 and 1.0 following Equation 3. Figure
18 presents the performance diagram for the extracted RAP and all rejuvenator
combinations.
As can be seen from Figure 18, the extracted RAP performed poorly as expected
in most performance indices compared to the rejuvenated RAP binders. Interestingly, the
extracted RAP binder had the greatest value for ΔTc, but this is because there was not a
substantial change in ΔTc between RTFO and PAV40. When comparing rejuvenators at
6% dose rate, the extracted RAP binder with VO performed the best in terms of ΔTc, Tc,
and G-R parameters; whereas, the extracted RAP binder with CO outperformed all
rejuvenators in terms of FTIR (carbonyl and sulfoxide indices) and LPG. When
comparing rejuvenators at the 12% dose rate, CO had the best performance in a majority
of all parameters including ΔTc, Tc, G-R, and sulfoxide index. To further compare each
rejuvenated RAP binder, the area of each polygon was calculated. This method has been
used in literature to determine the best performing binder combination (Rivera et al.,
2021). In this case, a larger area indicates lower susceptibility to performance changes
due to aging. Table 6 presents the areas determined for each rejuvenated RAP binder
combination considered in this study.
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Table 6
Calculated Areas from Asphalt Binder Performance Charts
Asphalt Binder
Combination

Area
Measurements

Improvement
over Extracted
RAP

Extracted RAP

0.312

-

6% CO

1.308

0.996

12% CO

1.528

1.216

6% AE

0.538

0.226

12% AE

0.930

0.618

6% TO

0.619

0.307

12% TO

0.628

0.316

6% VO

1.619

1.307

12% VO

1.061

0.749

Color coding: green for good improvement, yellow for fair improvement, red for poor improvement
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Figure 18
Performance Diagrams for (a) 6% Rejuvenator Dose Rates and (b) 12% Rejuvenator Dose Rates
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Note: LPGcont = continuous low performance grade; HPGcont = continuous How performance grade; ΔTc = critical temperature differential; Tc = crossover temperature;
R-value = rheological index; G-R = Glover-Rowe parameter.

Selection Initial Dose Criteria
The selection of the dose rate of the rejuvenators is important to ensure the
balance between the rutting and cracking performance of the rejuvenated mixtures. The
overdose will be pricey and associated with incomplete rutting resistance for the
rejuvenated mixtures, especially during their early life. Conversely, the low dose rate
might not be enough to restore the original properties of the aged binder. Currently, there
is no standard method to determine the optimum rejuvenator dose. However, researchers
developed and adopted many approaches to determine the optimum dose rete. Such
approaches were developed by plotted binder blending chart that based on penetration
and/or viscosity or implementing the Superpave performance grade (PG) system. The
main concept of employing the PG system is investigate changes in the true PG due to the
addition of rejuvenators.
In this study, the blending charts were plotted for two sources of RAP and two
types of rejuvenators shown in Figure 19. Two doses were selected as started doses,
including 6% and 12%, by the RAP binder's mass. These doses were selected based on
the approximate range of the optimum rejuvenator dose needed to restore the original
binder properties of the extracted RAP binder. For this study the control binder was
selected to be PG 64-22, therefore the target performance grade for the RAP binder will
be the same as the control binder. The blending charts were constructed based on three
known point of the PG grade (i.e., at 0.00%, 6.00% and 12.00%). Table 7 presents the
minimum dose required to satisfy the requirement of the low performance grade. On the
other hand, the maximum dose rate is required to meet the high performance grade
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requirements. Later in this study, the 6% dose rate for source 1 was selected for both
rejuvenators. Moreover, 12% dose rate was selected for source 2. These dose rates were
selected to meet the requirements of PG 64-22 in the mixture evaluation. These doses
were selected as initial doses for the mixture’s evaluation assuming that the performance
of the rejuvenated RAP mixtures will be the same as PG 64-22 neat mixture.

Table 7
The Minimum Dose Required to Satisfy the Requirement PG64-22
Corn Oil (CO)
Minimum

Maximum

Modified Vegetable Oil
(VO)
Minimum
Maximum

Source 1

1.1%

7%

1.1%

8.5 %

Source 2

5.7%

14.4%

5.6%

15.7%
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Figure 19
Binder Blending Charts Both Rejuvenators: (a) Source 1 (b) Source 2
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Chapter 5
Discussion of Mixture Testing Results
Effect of Rejuvenators on Rutting Resistance of Asphalt Mixtures
The APA rut depth and number of cycles for all the mixtures in this study are
presented in Figure 20. As it can be seen from the figure, the RAP mixtures without
rejuvenators showed the highest rutting resistance with rut depth values of 3.8mm and
1.7mm. The rejuvenated RAP mixtures that met the requirements of PG 64-22 (i.e., 6%CO-S1, 6%-VO-S1, 12%-CO-S2, and 12-VO-S2) failed before the rut depth criteria of 10
mm rut depth after 4000 cycles. In addition, 6%-CO-S1 and 6%-VO-S1 mixtures failed at
2730 and 3870 cycles whereas the control-S1 showed rut depth of 8.5mm after 4000
cycles. Furthermore, the 12%-CO-S2 and 12%-VO-S2 mixtures failed at 3684 and 3175,
while the control-S2 mixture failed at 3643 cycles. This observation suggests that the
controls (virgin) mixtures have almost better rutting resistance compared to rejuvenated
RAP mixtures. This finding provides an insight that the RAP binder content and
gradation might affect the rutting performance of the rejuvenated RAP binder. Moreover,
it was observed that cycles to failure had occurred 30% earlier in 6%CO-S1 mixture
compared to 6%VO-S1 mixtures. Interestingly, the trend was opposite for 12%CO-S2
and 12%VO-S2 mixtures. It was noticed that 12%-VO-S2 mixture failed almost 500
cycles earlier than 12%-CO-S2. As a comparison between 6%-CO-for both RAP sources,
6%-CO-S1 mixture failed at 2730 cycles, while 6%-CO-S2 mixture passed the threshold
with a marginally acceptable rut depth (9.45mm). By comparing 12%-CO-for both RAP
sources, it can be seen that 12%-CO-S1mixture has an overdosing effect (failing at 952
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cycles) whereas, at the same dose for source 2 12%-CO-S2 mixture had reached 10mm
rut depth just 300 cycles before the threshold of 4000. This finding indicates that the at
the same rejuvenator’s dose, the variability of the RAP sources plays an important role
regarding the rutting performance of the rejuvenated RAP mixtures.

Figure 20
The Rut Depth vs Number of Cycle
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Effect of Rejuvenators on the Cracking Resistance of Asphalt Mixtures
The results of the IDEAL-CT test at intermediate temperature (I.e., 25°C) are
presented for the controls and rejuvenated RAP mixtures in Figures 21 and 22. Figure
21(a) and 21(b) presents the indirect tensile strength (ITS) and the crack propagation
rates (m75). As it can be seen form the figures, the RAP-S1 and RAP-S2 have the highest
value of the ITS (i.e., 1.06 MPa and 2.12 MPa, respectively) compared to the controls
and the rejuvenated mixtures. This observation suggests that the RAP mixtures without
rejuvenators have the highest stiffness compared to the other mixtures. For the
rejuvenated mixtures that meet the requirements of PG 64-22 (i.e., 6%-CO-S1, 6%-VOS1, 12%-CO-S2, and 12-VO-S2), it was observed that these mixtures have lower ITS
(fallen within the range of 0.45 MPa to 0.58 MPa) compared to the control mixtures (i.e.,
control-S1=0.98 MPa and control-S2=0.91 MPa). Moreover, the values of the m75 for
these mixtures were found between 1.36 kN/mm to 1.96 kN/mm compared to the control
mixtures that have higher values of crack propagation rate of 2.97 kN/mm and 2.44
kN/mm for control-S1 and control-S2, respectively. Suggesting that the use of
rejuvenators soften the RAP mixtures causing a decrease in the tensile strength and
reduce the crack propagation rate. When comparing 6%-CO-for both RAP sources, 6%CO-S1 mixture has a value of ITS 31% lower than the ITS value of 6%-CO-S2 mixtures.
Furthermore, the 12%-CO-S1 mixture has a lower value of ITS than 12%-CO-S2 mixture
by 44%. This observation suggests that the ITS values of RAP mixtures from different
sources can be highly varying and should be considered while determining a
performance-based mixture design.
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The overall cracking performance of the RAP mixtures and controls are presented as
Cracking Tolerance Index (CTindex) as shown in Figure 22(a) and 22(b). As expected,
the RAP-S1 and RAP-S2 showed the lowest value of CTindex, indicating that the RAP
mixture has the highest potential to crack. The control-S1 and control-S2 mixtures
showed value of CTindex around 111 and 146, respectively. For the mixtures that meet
the requirements of PG 64-22 (i.e., 6%-CO-S1, 6%-VO-S1, 12%-CO-S2, and 12-VOS2), 6%-CO-S1 and 6%-VO-S1 mixtures had lower CTindex values than the control-S1
mixture by 10% and 25%, respectively. In addition, 6%-CO-S1, 6%-VO-S1 mixtures had
CTindex values lower than the control-S2 by 37% and 55%, respectively. This
observation suggests that the VO rejuvenator showed better enhancement in cracking
resistance compered to CO rejuvenator. Moreover, at the same dose rate for the mixtures
rejuvenated using CO, 6%-CO-S2 mixture showed lower value of CTindex by almost
50% compared to 6%-CO-S1 mixture. Similarly, the value of the CTindex for 12%-COS2 mixture showed lower value by 29% compared to 12%-CO-S1 mixture. This
observation corresponds with all findings from cracking measures (i.e., ITS and m75)
that RAP source properties highly affect the performance of the rejuvenated RAP
mixtures. All rejuvenated mixture and control passed the recommended threshold value
of 70 (Figure 22(a) for source 1 results) except for RAP-S1 mixture. For the rejuvenated
mixtures that prepared using RAP from source 2 (Figure 22(b)), only 12%-CO-S2
mixture passed the threshold criteria.
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Figure 21
Indirect Tensile Strength (ITS) Values and Crack Propagation Rates (m75): (a) Source 1;
(b) Source 2
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Figure 22
Cracking Tolerance Index (CT-index) Values: (a) Source 1; (b) Source 2
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Effect of Rejuvenators on Interlayer Shear Strength of Asphalt Mixtures
Figure 23 presents the values of the interlayer shear strength (ISS) for the control
and rejuvenated RAP mixture. It was observed that the RAP mixtures without rejuvenators
showed the highest ISS values of 701 kPa and 1096 kPa for RAP-S1 and RAP-S2 mixtures,
respectively. For mixtures that meet the requirements of PG 64-22 (i.e., 6%-CO-S1, 6%VO-S1, 12%-CO-S2, and 12-VO-S2), it was observed that these mixtures have lower ISS
values (fallen within the range of 499 kPa to 579 kPa) compared to the control mixtures
(i.e., control-S1=684 kPa and control-S2=617 kPa). At the same dose rate for the mixtures
rejuvenated using CO, 6%-CO-S1 mixture showed lower value of ISS by 41% compared
to 6%-CO-S2. While 12%-CO-S1 mixture showed value of ISS lower than 12%-CO-S2
mixture by 45% suggesting that the use of rejuvenators have a negative effect on the
interlayer shear strength. Figure 23 also presents the minimum threshold value of the ISS
according to NCHRP Project 9-40. It can be observed that all the mixtures showed higher
value of the ISS than the threshold value whereas 12%-CO-S1 showed some variability for
source 1 near the threshold range.
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Figure 23
The Interlayer Shear Strength for: (a) Source 1; (b) Source 2
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Proposed Performance-Related Mix Design Method of Rejuvenated RAP Mixtures
This chapter presents a performance related approach to design rejuvenated RAP
mixtures for repair application. This mix design was developed based on the concept of
balancing the rutting, cracking performance, shear bond strength of rejuvenated RAP
mixtures. The proposed mix design method consists of five steps as shows in Figure 24. A
detailed description of each step as follows:
Step 1- Precure and Characterize RAP Materials
The RAP materials for laboratory production of rejuvenated RAP mixtures can be
obtained through milling a portion of the pavement section to be repaired or from an
existing RAP stockpile. Once RAP is procured, a designer should then characterize its
properties. That is, measure the RAP binder content (AASHTO T 308), RAP binder
performance grade (AASHTO M320), RAP Rice specific gravity (Gmm, AASHTO T
209), and the overall gradation of the RAP materials (AASHTO T 30). It is also
recommended that designers use AASHTO T 2 when sampling RAP materials for these
tests. These properties will be useful when optimizing the rejuvenator binder dose. As
general guidelines, the binder content in the RAP materials should be at minimum 3%
and it should have a maximum NMAS of 12.5mm.
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Figure 24
Overview of the Performance-related Mix Design Procedure Developed as Part of this Study
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•
•
•

APA to measure rut depth
IDEAL-CT for Cracking
ISS for shear bond strength

Select optimal dose at balance mix design

Step 4- Produce RAP Mixtures and Perform
Volumetric Analysis
Yes

Air voids within
typical range 7 ± 1%

•
•
•
•
•

Heat the RAP to 145°C;
Add rejuvenators at initial doses;
Blend the rejuvenators using appropriate mixer;
Short term conditioning of 2 hours; and,
Compact the sample using gyratory compactor.

Step 2- Select Appropriate Rejuvenator Type
Rejuvenators restore the original properties of the RAP binder(Samara et al., n.d.).
It is; therefore, necessary to select a rejuvenator that will blend well with the aged RAP
binder and activate it the most. Rejuvenators divided into two groups organic and
petroleum-based rejuvenators. According to literature, several types of rejuvenators are
available for use (Elkashef & Williams, 2017; Samara et al., n.d.; Zaumanis et al., 2013;
Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014). It is suggested to select one of the following
rejuvenators: vegetable oil, corn oil, aromatic extracts, among others. These are
recommended because multiple research studies showed their ability to soften aged
asphalt binders (R. B. Ahmed & Hossain, 2020; Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al.,
2014).
Step 3- Select an Initial (or Trial) Rejuvenator Dose
Researchers developed many approaches to determine the rejuvenator’s dose rate
(Arámbula-Mercado et al., 2018; Martin et al., 2019a; Zaumanis, Mallick, & Frank,
2014b). Such approaches were developed by plotting binder blending chart that based on
Superpave performance grade (PG) system. The main concept of employing the PG
system is to investigate changes in the true PG due to the addition of rejuvenators with a
goal to satisfy a target PG grade. However, there are several limitations of determining
the rejuvenators dose using binder performance alone starting with the fact that the entire
RAP binder is extracted and blended with rejuvenators (assuming full activation of the
RAP in the rejuvenated mixtures). Several researchers reported that part of the RAP
binder cannot be activated and reminds as black rock (Al-Qadi et al., 2007; Shirodkar et
al., 2011; Zaumanis, Mallick, & Frank, 2014a). For these reasons, performance-related
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mix design of rejuvenated RAP mixtures is recommended to determine the optimum
rejuvenator dose. It is optional to select the initial dose rate for the performance related
mix design based on the binder blending chart. Otherwise, the initial doses can be
obtained from the literature and can be taken 3% lower or higher for the performancerelated mix design initial doses.
Step 4- Produce RAP Mixtures and Perform Volumetric Analysis
Step 4 involves the mixing of RAP materials with the selected rejuvenator at
different dose rates. In order to produce 100% RAP mixtures, blending of RAP materials
batches to meet the gradation determined in Step 1 is necessary. Once the RAP batches
are prepared, designers should then heat them to a temperature of 145°C for two hours.
There are several ways to add rejuvenators to the mixtures (Xie et al., 2020; Zaumanis,
Mallick, & Frank, 2014a; Zaumanis, Mallick, Poulikakos, et al., 2014). It is suggested to
add rejuvenator into the RAP at the initial dose rate determined in Step 3 and both are
mixed in an asphalt mixer for 2-5 minutes.
Once the mixtures are ready, samples are compacted in a Superpave gyratory
compactor (SGC) after two-hours of short-term aging at 145oC. The rice specific gravity
(Gmm) for loose mixes and bulk specific gravity (Gmb) for compacted samples are then
determined. Mixtures produced should be compactable to typical density ranges of at
least 7 ± 1%. If the air voids for rejuvenated RAP mixes do not meet this requirement, the
designer should revise the gradation of the RAP materials used (Step 1). If air voids
requirements are satisfied, then move to Step 5.
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Step 5- Conduct Performance Testing and Select the Optimum Rejuvenator and Dose
The optimum rejuvenator dose rate is selected in this step based on performance
testing results. Selection is based on the performance and the desired repair application.
Two potential repair applications are recommended; short-term repairs (expected to last
one to three months) and medium-term repairs (expected to last from six months to a
year). Rutting and bond failures predominantly control the performance of short-term
repairs. In the case of medium-term repairs, rutting, cracking, and bond strength all
should be considered when selecting an optimum rejuvenator dosage. Figure 25 presents
an illustration of the process for selecting the optimum rejuvenator dose for each
application.
As can been from Figure 25(a), the optimum range of rejuvenator dose for the
short-term repairs is determined using two main performance measures: APA rut depth
with a threshold of 10 mm and shear bond strength with a minimum value of 276 KPa.
Based on the preliminary results, as rejuvenators dose increased the rut depth increased
and the ISS value of the rejuvenated RAP mixtures decreased. For short-term repairs, it is
recommended to use RAP mixture without rejuvenators to ensure the minimum rut depth
and maximum ISS. While for medium-term repairs (Figure 25(b)), the optimum range of
rejuvenator dose is determined using three performance measures: APA rut depth, shear
bond strength, and CTindex. The first step consists of determining the range of optimum
rejuvenator content based on the thresholds of APA rut depth and CTindex (10 mm and
70, respectively). The determined optimum range of rejuvenator contents should then
meet a minimum shear bond strength of 276 kPa.
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Selection of Optimum Rejuvenator Binder Content Based on PerformanceRelated Mix Design. Figure 25 presents the relationship between the performance
measures and rejuvenator dose rates (i.e., corn oil, CO). The performance-related
blending chart were constructed based on three performance measures (i.e., rut depth,
CTindex, and ISS). As it can be seen from Figure 25, The horizontal dot line that drawn
from the primary y-axis shows the threshold for rutting (i.e., maximum of 10mm) while
the dot lines that drawn from the secondary y-axis present minimum threshold values for
CTindex and ISS (i.e., 70 and 276 KPa, respectively). Two potential repair applications
were utilized including short-term repairs (expected to last one to three months) and
medium-term repairs (expected to last from six months to a year).
Case1: Short-Term Repairs
This case is illustrated in Figure 26(a) for source 1 and Figure 26(c) for source 2
(when rutting and bond failures predominantly control the performance). For these RAP
sources and rejuvenator, the rutting only controls the selection dose criteria. Form the
figures the maximum doses that can be used were 4.6% and 8.6% for source 1 and source
2, respectively. The use of rejuvenators increased the rut depth and decreased the ISS
values. Therefore, it is recommended to use RAP mixtures without rejuvenators (for
short-term repairs) in order to minimize the rut depth and maximize ISS.
Case 2: Medium-Term Repairs
This case is presented in Figure 26(b) for source 1 and Figure 26(d) for source 2.
For this case the rutting, bond, and cracking were considered as failure controls the
selection dose criteria to determine the optimum rejuvenator dose. For this rejuvenator
and RAP sources, all the ISS values were found higher than the ISS threshold of 276
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KPa. From the figures it was observed that the optimum rejuvenator doses were found
within range of 2.6% to 4.6% and 8.4% to 8.8% for source 1 and source 2, respectively.

Figure 25
Example of Performance-related Mix Design
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Overall, in order to minimize the testing and select rejuvenators dose based on the binder
tests only, it is recommended to lock the performance grade of the rejuvenated RAP
binder to the climate of the designed patches. For this study, the climate of the designed
patches are for the states that use PG 64-22. Therefore, based on the results of the APA
(figure 20) and IDEAL-CT (figure 22) tests, it can be seen from the figure 20 that the
performance of the rejuvenated RAP mixtures that met the requirements of PG 64-22
showed comparable rutting performance to the control (virgin) mixes (failed within the
last 1000 cycle). Moreover, the rejuvenated RAP mixtures that met the requirement of
PG64-22 showed also good cracking performance as it can be seen in figure 22. All the
mixtures have CTindex higher than the minimum threshold value of 70. This threshold
was recommended by the Virginia department of transportation (VDOT). Finally, it is
important to reiterate that for airfield repair like full or partial depth patching using 100%
RAP with adequate dosage can be very helpful for contingency practices, especially
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when the virgin binder is not easily accessible, or the patching is required in a remote
area. This type of repair is recommended for a short-term emergency plan. For long-term
airport repair, a full evaluation of 100% RAP materials from various sources is
suggested, including the required durability test, and the impact of adding various doses
of organic rejuvenators should also be evaluated chemically and theologically before
reaching any optimization.
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Figure 26
Performance-Related Mix Design Results for: (a) Source 1 Short-term; (b) Source 1 Medium-term; (c) Source 2 Short-term; (b)
Source 2 Medium-term
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Chapter 6
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
This study investigated the potential of using 100% RAP as a repair material
when the conventional HMA is unavailable. Mainly, this research was divided into two
phases. First, conducting several tests on the RAP and rejuvenated RAP binders.
Moreover, the second phase was focused on the overall performance and develop a
performance related mix design of the 100% RAP mixtures (with and without
rejuvenators).
In the first phase of this study the impact of rejuvenators on the rheological
properties, performance, and chemical composition of extracted RAP binder were
evaluated. Three organic-based (i.e., Corn Oil, Tall Oil, and Modified Vegetable Oil) and
one petroleum-based (i.e., Aromatic Extract Oil) rejuvenators were used in this study.
Additionally, RTFO, PAV20, and PAV40 aging levels were applied to evaluate the effect
of aging on the extracted and rejuvenated RAP binder. Performance grading was
conducted on each rejuvenated RAP binder to evaluate the rejuvenator's impact on high
and low PG. ΔTc was also conducted using BBR test to evaluate the effect of aging level
and rejuvenator type on the low-temperature performance. The frequency sweep test was
performed to investigate the rheological properties of the extracted and rejuvenated RAP
binders. Changes in chemical indices of the extracted and rejuvenated RAP binder were
evaluated using FTIR test at each aging level. Relationships were developed between the
FTIR test results and each performance measure to identify tests that capture the aging
process of asphalt binders. Finally, performance diagrams were developed to summarize
and to select rejuvenators with the greatest benefits.
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Based on the results of this phase of the study, the following findings and
conclusions were drawn:
•

Rejuvenators reduce the high and low performance grades of extracted RAP binders.
Organic-based rejuvenators showed greater impact on the high and low performance
grades in comparison to the petroleum-based rejuvenator. Finally, increasing the
rejuvenator dose rate further decreases the performance grade (high and low).

•

The use of organic-based rejuvenators increased ΔTc to values higher than the low
severity threshold of -2.5°C at RTFO and PAV 20 aging levels. Similar findings were
found when assessing organic-based rejuvenators using G-R performance measure.
Petroleum-based rejuvenators exceeded the low and high severity thresholds for ΔTc
at the PAV20 aging level. Therefore, organic-based rejuvenators were capable of
improving the performance of extracted RAP binders to suitable quality levels.

•

ΔTc proved to be the best index to evaluate the performance and aging in rejuvenated
RAP binders. ΔTc had a strong correlation with the change in chemical composition
(carbonyl index) due to aging and directly relates to the performance of the asphalt
binder. Crossover temperature and R-value also showed high correlations to the
carbonyl index of each asphalt binder. No performance test showed a strong
correlation with the sulfoxide index.

•

Based on the performance charts, VO and CO rejuvenators had the least reduction in
performance due to aging for a majority of the performance measures considered in
this study. In addition, based on the performance charts, these binders covered the
greatest area indicating lower susceptibility to aging. Therefore, the VO and CO
performed the best in terms of aging susceptibility.
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In the second phase of this study, the procedure for performance-related design of
the heated 100% RAP mixtures containing a rejuvenator (rejuvenated RAP mixtures) for
repair applications were presented. For this phase, two RAP sources and two organicbased rejuvenators (i.e., corn oil and modified vegetable oil) were used to rejuvenate the
RAP. First, BBR and DSR tests were conducted to assess the performance of rejuvenated
RAP binder. For the 100% RAP mixtures, two rejuvenators’ doses (i.e., 6% and 12%)
were selected based on binder blending charts to be used as initial doses for performancerelated mix design. Afterward, the rutting performance was investigated using APA test
at 64°C and wheel load of 250lb with 250 Psi pressurized hose. Additionally, the
cracking performance of the RAP mixture was evaluated using the IDEAL-CT test at
25°C. Finally, the shear bond between conventional HMA and the rejuvenated RAP
mixture was also investigated using interlayers bond strength test to ensure the bond for a
patching repair. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results of the
experimental program:
•

Rejuvenators at the selected initial doses (6% and 12%) reduced both high and low
performance grade of the extracted RAP linearly. In particular, vegetable oil
rejuvenators showed less impact in dropping the high-performance grade of the
extracted RAP binder (up to 26%) compared to corn oil (up to 31%). Both rejuvenators
showed almost similar reduction in the low performance grade up to four grades.

•

Rutting resistance was mostly higher for control mixtures (PG64-22) compared to
rejuvenated RAP mixtures (except for 6% vegetable oil-RAP mixture from source 1).
This finding suggested that the selection of rejuvenators' dose based only on binder
blending chart is not sufficient to ensure good rutting performance.
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•

Rejuvenators improved CTindex values compared to the RAP mixtures. In case of source
1, all rejuvenated RAP mixtures had a CTindex value higher than the minimum threshold
value of 70. While for source 2, only 12%-CO-S2 mixture passed the threshold criteria
by 32%. From a performance-related design perspective, CTindex can be more effective
in selecting the rejuvenator dose.

•

From the interlayer shear bond test, all mixtures showed values of the ISS higher than
the recommended threshold value of 276 KPa. However, the use of rejuvenators
reduced the value of ISS in general.

•

The optimum rejuvenator dose rate was highly dependent on the properties of used
RAP materials. In addition, using a performance-related mix design method to
determine the optimum rejuvenator dose seems to be more efficient than optimizing
the rejuvenator dose rate using only the performance grade system.
Finally, it is important to reiterate that for airfield repair like full or partial depth

patching using 100% RAP with adequate dosage can be very helpful for contingency
practices, especially when the virgin binder is not easily accessible, or the patching is
required in a remote area. This type of repair is recommended for a short-term emergency
plan. The following recommendations are drawn from the findings of the test:
•

The extracted RAP PG grading if falls between PG76-16 to PG92-6, only then these
extracted RAP can be used directly as patching materials in airfields without any
rutting issues for short term application. There should not be any issue associated
with delamination with the existing layer as per ISS test.
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•

In order to use binder performance grade system only, the doses that were used with
extracted RAP binder to resemble closest to the target PG64-22, was sufficient to
have similar rut potentials in mixtures as the control (virgin) PG64-22 mixture had.
However, for a medium-term airport pavement repair work, additional cracking

performance testing is highly recommended. The scenario may completely change in that
case, as none of the RAP sources without rejuvenators pass the threshold set by some state
DOTs. Again, it is important to keep in mind that those thresholds are set for long term
pavement performance and certainly only RAP does not meet those criteria.

It is

noteworthy that initial crack resistance is high in pure RAP mixtures. Nonetheless, having
4%-5% doses of corn oil can drastically improve the crack tolerance index compromising
the initial crack resistance of pure RAP mixtures, making them either barely passing or
barely missing the threshold of CTindex = 70.
As, mentioned above, for long-term airport repair, a full evaluation of 100% RAP materials
from various sources is suggested, including the required durability test, and the impact of
adding various doses of organic rejuvenators should also be evaluated chemically and
theologically before reaching any optimization.
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